Abstract: Using insights from cybernetics and an information-based understanding of biological systems, a precise, scientifically inspired, definition of free-will is offered and the essential requirements for an agent to possess it in principle are set out. These are: (a) there must be a self to self-determine; (b) there must be a non-zero probability of more than one option being enacted; (c) there must be an internal means of choosing among options (which is not merely random, since randomness is not a choice). For (a) to be fulfilled, the agent of self-determination must be organisationally closed (a "Kantian whole"). For (c) to be fulfilled: (d) options must be generated from an internal model of the self which can calculate future states contingent on possible responses; (e) choosing among these options requires their evaluation using an internally generated goal defined on an objective function representing the overall "master function" of the agent and (f) for "deep free-will", at least two nested levels of choice and goal (d-e) must be enacted by the agent. The agent must also be able to enact its choice in physical reality. The only systems known to meet all these criteria are living organisms, not just humans, but a wide range of organisms. The main impediment to free-will in present-day artificial robots, is their lack of being a Kantian whole. Consciousness does not seem to be a requirement and the minimum complexity for a free-will system may be quite low and include relatively simple life-forms that are at least able to learn.
Introduction
Why do things do what they do? We have a hierarchy of explanations that roughly reflects a gradient in complexity, matched by the epistemic hierarchy which starts with the physics of Hamiltonian mechanics (and Shrödinger's equation), extends through statistical mechanics and complex systems theory, but then declines in power as we try to account for the behaviour of living systems and finally of the human condition, for which we have no satisfactory scientific explanation. One of the most persistent open questions, at the far end of the complexity gradient, is whether we as humans have free will. Here, I attempt to address this question with respect to a broader category of active agent (sensu Sharov [1] ): anything that can make decisions and act in the physical world. The premise of this paper is that an understanding of the interaction and dynamics among patterns, of the distribution of matter and energy in space and time, may bring such high-level phenomena into resolution. That means a focus on information and its interactions using cybernetics and computation theory, but it also requires a broad concept of information addressing the relationship among patterns (as data) in general, rather than just the statistics of data transmission. If the emergence of material reality (as we experience it) is the assembly of stable configurations (of matter), undergoing transformations and combining as stable composites (e.g., molecules forming materials, forming structures [2] ), then a deep understanding of it requires a mathematically precise account of the physics of patterns that are simultaneously the product of material structure and the cause of it [3] . For this investigation, we must focus on the kind of "information" that is embodied by, and processed by natural systems. This concept of intrinsic structural "information" (surely it ought to have a word of its own), is not necessarily ontological (as in the theories of Weizsäcker [4] and Stonier [5] ), but refers to at least observable patterns having observable effects [6] , is objectively quantifiable [7] and useful in understanding biological processes in terms of cybernetic systems [1] , and functions [8, 9] . To avoid ambiguity (and conflict) I will refer to this kind of "information" as pattern and the "information" which reduces "uncertainty" in a receiver as Shannon information.
My aim is to discover whether free will can be understood in terms that make no reference to specifically human qualities and whether free will could be attributed to a broader class of active agent (sensu Sharov [1] ). I aim to do this by identifying the criteria that must be met for free will, and from that, to identify the kinds of active agent which might meet those criteria.
I will start by defining what I mean by "free-will" and then give a very brief overview of the philosophical debate about free-will, identifying some of the problems. Then I will introduce ways of thinking about these problems based on cybernetic/computation theory and use these to identify the necessary and sufficient conditions for free-will according to my definition. The class of systems for which these conditions are fulfilled will then be identified and with this, the minimum complexity compatible with autonomous action will be implied. The term "robot" is specifically used here to mean any cybernetic system coupled to a physical system that allows it to independently act in the physical world; this includes living systems (see e.g., the requirements specified for a molecular robot in Hagiya et al. [10] ) and artificial systems, including the subject of cognitive robotics which concerns embodied artificial intelligence [11] .
A Definition of Free-Will
There is no generally agreed definition for free will. To find the conditions allowing active agents (sensu Sharov [1] ) to have free-will, a working definition is first provided. It is defined here as the condition in which all of the following are jointly true:
• FW1: there exists a definite entity to which free-will may (or may not) be attributed; • FW2: there are viable alternative actions for the entity to select from; • FW3: it is not constrained in the exercising of two or more of the alternatives;
• FW4: its "will" is generated by non-random process internal to it; • FW5: in similar circumstances, it may act otherwise according to a different internally generated "will'.
In this definition the term "will" means an intentional plan which is jointly determined by a "goal" and information about the state (including its history) of the entity (internal) and (usually, but not necessarily) its environment. The term "goal" here means a definite objective that is set and maintained internally. The terms used here will be explained and justified in what follows.
This list of criteria is chosen to address the main features that most philosophers have thought important (though they do not necessarily agree with one another about what is important and some philosophers would leave out some items of the list). FW2 and FW5 are intended to examine the effect of determinism and FW4 represents the "source arguments" for and against free will, whist FW3 ensures freedom in the most obvious (superficial) sense. Only one of the list (FW1) is not usually included in any philosophical discussion of free will, perhaps because it is usually considered to be self evident, but it will play an important role here.
The Philosophical Background
In philosophy, freedom "to act as one wills" is often referred to as "superficial freedom" (or first order volition, [12] ) and the freedom "to determine what one wills" as "deep freedom" (or second order volition, [12] ). Kane [13] , McKenna [14] and Coeckelbergh [15] provide a broad introduction to the subject, Westen [16] gives a deeper criticism of it. As an example, one may be free to drink a bottle of whisky in one sitting and as an alcoholic, or in an irresponsible mood, or emotional turmoil one may will it, but knowing the consequences, one may master the desire and will otherwise: rejecting the opportunity of this poisonous pleasure. If the alcoholism had taken over, or one was under duress, the "freedom to choose otherwise" might be denied and deep freedom would be lost with it, although the superficial freedom to drink would remain. The classical philosophical argument on free-will consists of a) whether it is compatible or not with determinism and b) whether at least some agents (usually people) are at least in part the ultimate cause of their actions.
Determinism is the idea that there is, at any instant, exactly one physically possible future [16, 17] , summarised in the slogan "same past: same future" (see List [18] for a more rigorous analysis). Cybernetics captures determinism in the definition of a Determinate Machine (DM) as a series of closed, single valued transformations (for example describing a Finite State Automaton (FSA)). Superficial freedom is often seen as the absence of constraint, leading to the (relatively trivial) conclusion that it is compatible with determinism. However, deep freedom needs more than an absence of constraints, it requires alternative paths into the future to provide the "freedom to do otherwise" [17] . The cybernetic model of a system with this capacity is of course the non-determinate machine (NDM). However, the NDM is usually conceived as a probabilistic process in which a set of possible states S : {s 1 , ...., s n } of the system, given the present conditions C (in general including the previous history), may occur at random, with probability set P : {p 1 , ..., p n } where ∑ p i = 1 and each p i is the probability of each possible state s i . Most philosophers agree that randomness is not compatible with self-determination, indeed it seems to be the opposite, so they reject random spontaneity as a means of achieving deep freedom (and so do I). They reason that if an agent's action were ultimately caused by e.g., a quantum fluctuation or thermal noise, then we could not reasonably hold the agent responsible for it. This indicates that philosophers supporting the existence of deep free-will are searching for a non-random ultimate cause of actions within the agent of those actions.
Unfortunately for them, a paradox arises: since any agent is the product of its composition and of its previous experiences (which may play a role in its formation) and these are beyond its control. If it did not make itself and select its own experiences, then its behaviour must be determined by things other than itself. An agent is not free in the deep sense unless it has control over all the events that led to it's choice of action. Recognising that all events in the universe belong to a chain of cause and effect that extends back before the existence of the agent, some philosophers conclude that either (a) this deep freedom cannot exist and is considered an illusion (e.g., Van Inwagen [17] , reiterated in [19] ); or (b) the agent is indeterminate so that we get "same past: different futures". If they also rule out randomness, then (b) suggests that an agent which could act in more than one possible way from exactly the same state and history (i.e., it is indeterminate) must act without cause. They conclude that this is self-contradictory, hence deep freedom cannot exist. This line of thinking is closely related to Strawson's [20] "Basic Argument" against free-will, which starts from the premise that for an agent to have free-will it must be the cause of itself and shows, via infinite regress, that this is not possible. It is an axiom of these positions that the motivation for an agent's action can only be either (a) random; (b) exogenous or (c) self-generated, with only (c) being compatible with free-will.
Systems with Identity: The Closure Condition
The first criterion (FW1) implies that we need to determine what parts of a system must be included in identifying an agent (i.e., the extent of its identity) before being able to determine if it has free-will or not. Free-will requires a definite boundary between the internal and external, not necessarily a physical boundary (as supplied by e.g., a casing or skin), but more profoundly one of organisation and control. For example a computer controlled robot must have all the necessary provisions for physical independence (as in the extraterrestrial exploration robots), but this still leaves it organisationally linked to humanity because its existence is entirely dependent on our gathering and processing the materials for its "body" and assembling these, implicitly embodying it with functional information [1] and programming its control computer (including with the goal for operation). For these reasons, such robots remain extensions of ourselves: tools just as sophisticated hammers would be. In general, for free-will, the control information of an agent must be independent of anything beyond a cybernetically meaningful boundary. Put the other way round, for the identification of free-will, we must first identify the boundary of the agent, which is defined by independence of control. The existence of such a cybernetic boundary enclosing the agent is here termed the "closure condition". Given this, the Mars Rover coupled with its human design team seems to meet the closure condition, but the Mars Rover alone does not.
This idea of a boundary surrounding a system, such that whatever is within the boundary has the property of organisational independence from what lies without, was encapsulated by the concept of the "Kantian whole" by Kauffman [21] and can be formally described in cybernetic terms as organisational closure. This idea is used in a particular definition of autonomy which I shall next argue to be a pre-requisite for free will.
Systems with Causal Autonomy
Froese et al. [22] distinguishes behavioural (based on external behaviour) from constitutive (based on internal organisation) autonomy. They state that for the former, the identity of the system may be imposed by an external observer (it could even be no more than an thermostatic system) and that it is sufficient for the system to demonstrate a capacity for stable and/or flexible interaction with its environment, "without human intervention, supervision, or instruction". This, they argued, left behavioural autonomy so "ambiguous and inclusive . . . it threatens to make the concept of autonomy meaningless". Behavioural definitions of autonomy are inadequate in relation to questions of free will because they do not address the source of will (more precisely, the origin of the goal/s) which motivate the observed actions. To attribute free will to an agent, we need to identify the source of will as a part of the agent (under FW4) and this requires us to consider the composition of the agent. To exclude external (generalised from "human") "intervention, supervision, or instruction", we must have an agent that is separated from external causation of its actions. According to most authors seeking to explain the apparent independence of action found among living systems, this requirement leads directly to constitutive autonomy, e.g., "every autonomous system is organizationally closed" (Varela [23] , p. 58). This idea has a relatively long history in a multi-disciplinary literature (Froese et al. [22] , Zeleny [24] , Rosen [25] , Vernon et al. [26] , Bich [27] and references therein), but it is not clear if it is restricted to living systems, or may be broader. Therefore, rather than taking this literature as sufficient justification for a constitutive autonomy requirement, let us examine the options for matching with the following tasks:
• to answer Strawson's [20] "Basic Argument" of ultimate responsibility;
• to separate internal from external (i.e., to give formal meaning to internal and external);
• to unambiguously break the physical causal link between the agent and its environment, allowing "leeway" from determinism.
This will start with task (2) because from its conclusion, task (3) may follow, given a specification that relations are strictly causal and if the answer to task (2) does specify constitutive autonomy, then task (1) may be implied from that, though it leaves unproven that a causally autonomous system must be self-made. This gap may not be serious, as later shown.
Therefore, we seek a structure for which "internal" is causally distinct from "external", giving a clear definition to both. For this we need to define an object A, properly composed of parts (e.g., x, y), none of which is a part of any other object B. More formally: ∃ A composed of parts a i ∈ a : {a 1 ...a N } in which no part of A is also a part of any object B unless B contains or is A: (B ⊇ A). Assume the mereology in which the reflexivity and transitivity principles are true and also the antisymmetry postulate is true. That is: two distinct things cannot be part of each other. This is expressed by the axioms [28] :
in which P is the "part of" relation. For these, the auxiliary relations are defined:
Therefore, we can define an isolated object y : no part of y can overlap with anything other than y. Hence, Isolation: ∀z z¬ • y, hence ∀z z ⊥ y (this definition is not a part of standard mereology). The mereological sum (noting that alternative definitions exist) is defined as: an object y is a mereological sum of all elements of a set X iff every element of X is a part of y and every part of y overlaps some element x ∈ X. (Effingham [29] , p. 153) puts it this way: "the xs compose y by definition if (i) each x is a part of y; (ii) no two of the xs overlap; (iii) every part of y overlaps at least one of the xs". This definition of sum allows overlap with objects that are not parts of the mereological sum, so y is not necessarily isolated, therefore also let |y(X)| denote that y is an object that is both isolated and composed of a set X (of xs).
So far, partness (the xPy relation) has not been defined. The definition of partness depends on what condition must be met for objects to be associated as parts. This is the Van Inwagen [30] special composition question: "what constitutes being a part; what connection or relationship qualifies as 'partness'?" Specifically, we need a criterion for "restricted composition" that is relevant to the question of separating internal from external in terms of causation. For this, define causation as a binary relation: xCy, specifying that the state of object y is strictly determined by the state of object x. With this, we can define a transitive closure for causation (transitive closure is the minimal transitive binary relation R on a set X).
First, note that any relation R on a set X is transitive iff ∀a, b, c ∈ X, whenever aRb and bRc then aRc. The conditions for a transitive closure can then be written as follows [31] (using the notation R + to represent a transitive relation): (i) if {a, b} ∈ R → {a, b} ∈ R + (ii) if {a, b} ∈ R + ∧ {b, c} ∈ R → {a, c} ∈ R + (iii) nothing is in R + unless by (i) and (ii).
Next, if R is specified as the C relation (from above), then (iii) specifies all the causal relations among members of a set C + , so that no relation {x, a} / ∈ C + can be causal. This has the effect of causally isolating the elements of C + as well as ensuring that they are causally related to one another.
Finally, let Y be the set of elements that are included in a transitive causal closure C + , where xCy is the condition for association as parts: x is a part of y. Under these restrictions, mereologically, the elements of Y are the sum of an object y and |y(Y)|. This means that the transitive closure for causation meets the requirement for formally separating internal from external (task 2). Since the relations in the closure are defined to be causal, this achieves task 3 as well. An object (agent) with the property of transitive causal closure among its parts is a causally autonomous system. All that is missing is a way to ensure that the agent is a cause of itself from the beginning of its existence, which requires it to be self-constructing. That will next be addressed with a more concrete example.
The Kantian Whole as a Material System
A system composed of parts, each of whose existence depends on that of the whole system is here termed a "Kantian whole", the archetypal example being a bacterial cell [32] . The origin of this terminology lies in Immanuel Kant's definition of an organised whole [33] . To make the closure condition concrete and include an answer to Strawson's [20] "Basic Argument" it will now be narrowed to a requirement for self-construction, since this implies the embodiment of self with the pattern-information that will then produce the agents behaviour (i.e., we require strictly constitutive autonomy as defined by Froese et al. [22] ). In other words, we are to consider a cybernetic system that, by constructing itself materially, determines its transition rules, by and for itself (material self-construction may not be essential to ensuring self-determination, but assuming that the cybernetic relations embodied in it are essential, we may proceed without loss of generality). An autocatalytic chemical reaction network with organisational closure (and this is also what Kauffman [21] considered a Kantian whole) is an anabolic system able to construct itself [34] .
Hordijk and Steel [34] and Hordijk et al. [35] define their chemical reaction system by a tuple Q = {X, R, C}, (their symbols) in which X is a set of molecular types, R a set of reactions and C a set of catalytic relations specifying which molecular types catalyse each member of R. The system is also provided with a set of resource molecules F ⊆ X, freely available in the environment, to serve as raw materials for anabolism (noting that whilst we are defining an organisational closure, we may (and indeed must) permit the system to be materially and thermodynamically open). The autocatalytic set is that subset of reactions R ⊆ R, strictly involving the subset X ⊆ X, which is:
• reflexively autocatalytic: every reaction r ∈ R is catalysed by at least one of molecular type x ∈ X and • composed of F by R : all members of X are created by the actions of R on F ∪ X .
This definition of an autocatalytic set is an application of the broader mathematical concept of closure and more specifically of transitive closure of a set, since when the autocatalytic set is represented as a network (of reactions), this network has the properties of transitive closure. The concept of autocatalytic set has been implemented in experiments for exploring aspects of the origin of life (e.g., the GARD system simulating "lipid world" [36] ). Clearly with the two conditions for an autocatalytic set met, everything in the system is made by the system, but there is a more important consequence. The system is made from the parts (only) and can only exist if they do. Organisational closure of this kind has been identified as a general property of individual organisms [37] , many biochemical sub-systems of life [21] and embryonic development [38] .
As it is defined above, living systems fulfil the closure condition, but can we conceive of a non-living system also reaching this milestone? Von Neumann's [39] self-replicating automata show that some purely informational (algorithm) systems have the capacity to reproduce within their non-material domain, but they cannot yet assemble the material parts necessary, nor can they build themselves from basic algorithmic components (they rely on a human programmer to make the first copy). What is needed for the physical implementation of a Kantian whole is the ability to "boot-strap" from the assembly of simple physical components to reach the point of autonomous replication (i.e., the system must be autopoietic [37, 40] . This is necessary to answer Strawson's [20] "Basic Argument": that for deep free-will an entity must be responsible for shaping its own form and it provides a motivation for rejecting dualism (the idea that the "mind" is not created from the material universe).
Emergence and Downward Causation
Considering the forgoing, we might ask what is responsible for making an autopoietic system (e.g., an organism); is it the components themselves, or is it the organisational system. We might further ask: in either case, what really is the "system". Cybernetics provides an answer to the second question, in that the system is the organisational pattern-information embodied in a particular configuration of interactions among the component parts. Because it is abstract of its material embodiment, it is "multiply realisable", i.e., composed of members of functionally equivalent parts (see Auletta et al. [41] ; and Jaeger and Calkins [42] for biological examples). It is not the identity of the components that matters, rather it is the functions they perform (e.g., a digital computer may be embodied by semiconductor junctions, or water pipes and mechanical valves, without changing its identity). Crucially, "function" is defined by a relationship between a component and the system of which it is a part. According to Cummins [43] , "function" is an objective account of the contribution made by a system's component to the "capacity" of the whole system. At least one process performed by the component/s is necessary for a process performed by the whole system. This implies that the function of a component is predicated on the function of the whole. This definition was recently modified to more precisely specify the meaning of "capacity" and of whole system, thus: "A function is a process enacted by a system A at organisational level L which influences one or more processes of a system B at level L + 1, of which A is a component part" [44] . In this context, organisational level means a structure of organisation that is categorically different from those above and below in the hierarchy because it embodies novel functional information (levels may be ontological or merely epistemic in meaning: that is an open debate in philosophy). The self-organisation of modular hierarchy has been described as a form of symmetry-breaking phase transition [45] , so the categories either side are quantitatively and qualitatively different. Organisational levels were defined precisely in terms of meshing between macro and micro dynamics (from partitioning the state-space of a dynamic system) by Butterfield [46] and also using category theory to specify supervenience relations and multiple-realisability among levels by List [47] . Neither definition, though, deals specifically with the phenomenon of new pattern-information "emerging" from the organisation of level L components at level L + 1, which is responsible for the emergence of new phenomena.
Ellis [48] shows that a multiply realisable network of functions, self-organised into a functional whole, emerges to (apparently) exercise "downward causation" upon its component parts [48, 49] . The organisational structure is selecting components from which to construct itself, even though it is materially composed of only the selected components. Since it is purely cybernetic (informational) in nature, the downward control is by pattern-information [42, 48] which transcends the components from which it is composed. The pattern-information arises from, and is embodied by, the interactions among the components, and for these reasons it was termed a "transcendent complex" by Farnsworth et al. [50] . Examples are to be found in embryonic development, where a growing cluster of cells self-organises using environmental signals created by the cells taking part [51] and the collective decision making of self-organising swarms (e.g., honey bees in which the hive acts as a unity [52] ).
There is something significant here for those who conflate determinism with causation. All causal paths traced back would be expected to lead to the early universe. Despite the appearance of near maximum entropy from the uniformity of background microwave radiation, there is broad agreement that the entropy of the early universe was low and its embodied pattern-information (complexity) could not account for the present complexity, including living systems [53] . Novel pattern-information has been introduced by selection processes, especially in living systems, for which Adami et al. [54] draw the analogy with Maxwell's demon. Selection is equivalent to pattern matching, i.e., correlation, and is accompanied by an increase of information. Since its beginning, the entropy of the universe has been increasing [53] and some of this has been used as a raw material for transformation into pattern-information. This is achieved by creating the "order" of spatial correlation through physical self-assembly (atoms into molecules into molecular networks into living systems). This self-assembly embodies new information in the pattern of a higher level structure through the mutual provision of context among the component parts [3] . The process of self-assembly is autonomous and follows a boot-strap dynamic, so it provides a basis for answering Strawson's [20] "Basic Argument" in which the putative agent of free-will is an informational (pattern) structure of self-assembly.
Purpose and Will
Much of the literature on downward causation uses the idea of "purpose", though many are uncomfortable with its teleological implication. The aim of this section is to form a non-teleological account of purpose and its connection with will in non-human agents.
Cause creates correlation (usually, but not necessarily, in a time-series): the pattern of any action having a cause is correlated with its cause. An action without cause is uncorrelated with anything in the universe and accordingly considered random. If an action is fully constrained, then its cause is the constraint. Thus, freedom from at least one constraint allows the cause to be one of either: random, or exogenous control or agent control (in which "control" means non-random cause). By definition the cause is only taken to be the agent's will if it originated in agent control. Correlation alone, between some outcome variable x and some attribute a of the agent, is not sufficient to establish will: (a) because correlation has no direction (but metrics such as "integrated information" [55] can resolve direction) and (b) because a may itself be random in origin and thereby not of the agent's making. Marshall et al. [56] showed that cause can be established at the "macro" level of agent (as opposed to the "micro" level of its components) using an elaboration of integrated information, so the pattern in x can be attributed to agent-cause. Because the agent-based cause could be random ((b) above), we must form and test a hypothesis about the effect of x on the agent before we can attribute the cause to the alternative of agent-will. The hypothesis is that the effect of a on x is to increase the overall functioning F of the agent. If this were true, then to act wilfully is to reduce the entropy of x, by increasing the probability of an outcome x where x ⇒ F >F (andF is the average F). That means that the mutual information between a wilful action a(t) at time t and the resulting function F(t + τ), τ ≥ 0 is greater than zero. This mutual information between action and future functioning is taken to imply a "purpose" for the action, so purpose is identified by the observations that:
where r is a random (comparator) variable. This is clearly an observational definition and is in some way analogous to the Turing test, but it is a test for purpose rather than "intelligence". It represents our intuition that if a behaviour repeatedly produces an objectively beneficial outcome for its actor, then it is probably deliberate (repeatedly harmful behaviour is also possibly deliberate, but all such actions are regarded as pathological and thereby a subject beyond the present scope).
To recap, for attributing the action to the agent's will, we must at least identify a purpose so that Equation (1) is true. The purpose is a pattern embodied in the agent, which acts as a template for actions of the agent that cause a change in future states (of the agent, its environment, or both). We may call this pattern a "plan" to attain an objective that has been previously set, where the objective is some future state to which the plan directs action. Specifically, let the objective be a state X (of the system or the world, etc.), which can be arrived at through a process P from the current state Y, then the purpose is a "plan" to transform Y → X by the effect of at least one P and at least one function F is necessary for the process P to complete.
The homoeostatic response to a perturbation, for example, has maintenance at the set-point as its purpose. Y is the perturbed state, F is some function of the internal system having the effect of causing a process P, i.e., some transition Y → X. In general there is more than one P and more than one F for achieving each. This results in a choice of which to use: it is a choice for the agent described by the system. To make a choice requires a criterion for choosing (else the outcome is random and therefore not a choice). The criterion for choosing is a "goal" G, consisting of one or more rules, which identify a location in a function describing the outcome (which we may call the objective function). In general, this location could be any and it is essential for freedom of will that it be determined by the agent of action alone. However, in practice it is most likely to be an optimisation point (in living systems, this is implied by Darwinian evolution and in designed systems, it is the basis of rational design). Therefore, narrowing the scope, but with justification, let us take the criterion for choosing to be a goal G, consisting of one or more optimisation rules. For example, of all the possible systems performing homoeostasis, the purposeful one is defined as enacting P such that Y → X, with P ∈ P| max(G), where G is an objective function for which the optimisation goal G(G) is satisfied, contingent upon the options (e.g., P proceeds as quickly as possible, or with minimum energy expenditure, etc.). Accordingly, "will" is defined by a purpose which is a plan to enact a process causing a transition in state, "as well as possible" (according to G(G)), notwithstanding the earlier comment about pathological purposes. A free-will agent has a choice of transition and a goal which identifies the most desirable transition and the best way to enact it, from those available. These two choices can be united (by intersection), without loss of generality, to one choice of best transition.
One of the reasons for objecting to teleological terms such as "purpose", "plan" and "goal" in relation to natural systems has been the belief that a plan implies a "designer", the concept at the centre of the most famous battles between science and religion. This implication is not necessary and is rejected here (following the argument of Mayr [57] ). A plan is merely a pre-set program of steps taking the system from Y to X; it is the concept for which computation theory was developed. It may be designed (the work of an engineer), but also may have evolved by natural selection (which also supplies the goal, in which case it is a teleonomic system (sensu Mayr [57] ).
A plan, as an ordered sequence of transformations, is an abstraction of information from the physical system, which for free-will must be embodied within the system. A more subtle implication of "plan" is that as a path leading from Y to X, it is one among several possible paths: different plans may be possible, perhaps leading to different outcomes. There is a fundamental difference between this and the inevitability of a dynamic system which follows the only path it may, other than by the introduction of randomness. The reason is that for a dynamical system all the information defining its trajectory is pre-determined in the initial (including boundary) conditions and the laws of physics. The initial conditions constitute its one and only "plan". If a system embodies pattern-information (by its structure) which constitutes a developed plan, then this pattern-information may direct the dynamics of the system along a path other than that set by the exogenous initial conditions (though we may consider the structure of the system to be a kind of initial condition). The point is that the embodied plan gives freedom to the system, since it "might be otherwise'; there could be a different plan and a different outcome. We see this in the variety of life-forms: each follows its own algorithm of development, life-history and behaviour at the level of the individual organism. The existence of a plan as abstract pattern-information is a pre-requisite for options and therefore freedom of action.
Goal, Master Function and Will Nestedness
Now let us complete the connections between will, goal and function. The previous argument reveals an important difference between downward and any other kind of causation (considered important by Walker [58] ): the former must always be directed by a purpose, for which we need to identify a goal (upward and same level causation are satisfactorily explained by initial conditions [48] ). Viewing entities and actions both as the consequence of information constraining (filtering) entropic systems, then the role that is taken by initial conditions in upward causation, is taken by system-level pattern-information (the transcendent complex [50] ) in downward causation. Since the goal G is a fixed point in an objective function G, it constitutes information (e.g., a homoeostatic set-point) that must be embodied in the agent's internal organisation. Since the objective function G represents the overall functioning of the system (at its highest level), it matches the definition given by Cummins [43] and Farnsworth et al. [44] . The highest level function from which we identify the purpose of a system was termed the "master function" by Jaeger and Calkins [42] , so the will of an agent is instantiated in the master function. This then identifies G with "master function" and "will" with G(G).
Ellis [48] identifies five types of downward causation, the second being "non-adaptive information control", where he says "higher level entities influence lower level entities so as to attain specific fixed goals through the existence of feedback control loops..." in which "the outcome is not determined by the boundary or initial conditions; rather it is determined by the goals". Butterfield [46] gives a more mathematically precise account of this, but without elaborating on the meaning or origin of "goals". Indeed, as both Ellis [48] and Butterfield [46] proceed with the third type: downward causation "via adaptive selection" they refer to fitness criteria as "meta-goals" and it is clear that these originate before and beyond the existence of the agent in question. Ellis [48] describes meta-goal as "the higher level "purpose" that guides the dynamics" and explains that "the goals are established through the process of natural selection and genetically embodied, in the case of biological systems, or are embodied via the engineering design and subsequent user choice, in the case of manufactured systems".
This suggests a nested hierarchy of goal-driven systems and for each, the goal is the source of causal power and as such may be identified as the "will" (free or otherwise). We may interpret the definition of "deep freedom" [13] as meaning that an agent has at least two nested levels of causal power, the higher of which, at least, is embodied within the agent (as causal pattern-information). This concept may be formalised after introducing the discrete variable "will-nestedness" N which counts the number of levels of causal power exercised over a system, from within the agent as a whole (i.e., at the level of master function), the N -th level being the highest-level internal cause of its actions.
Among organisms in general, the master function specifies the criteria by which the organism is to assess its possible future reactions to the environment. It is so much an integral part of the organism that without it, the organism would not exist. However, it was not chosen by the organism (in the sense of deep free-will) because it was created by evolutionary filtering and inherited from its parent(s); as all known life has been created by the previous generation copying itself. For single celled organisms the biological master function is to maximise their cell count by survival and reproduction, but in multicellular organisms, this master function exists, by definition, at the level of the whole organism (the unconstrained drive to proliferate a single cell line leads to cancer). Organisms with a central nervous system, regulated by neuro-hormone systems, with their corresponding emotions, can implement more complex (information rich) and adaptable (internally branched) algorithms for the master function, which may include will-nestedness N > 1. In humans, this is taken to such an extent that the biological master function may seem to have been superseded (but the weight of socio-biological evidence may suggest otherwise [59, 60] ).
The Possibility of Choice and Alternative Futures
So far I have identified organisational-closure and the internal generation of a goal-based plan as prerequisites for free-will, but have not yet addressed the "alternative futures" problem relating to an agent constructed from elemental components that necessarily obey physical determinism. List [18] provides a philosophical argument for meeting this requirement, constructed from supervenience and multiple realisation of an agent in relation to its underlying (micro) physical level: "an agent-state is consistent with every sequence of events that is supported by at least one of its physical realizations" [18] . He shows that this may apply not only to multiple micro-histories up to t, but in principle includes subsequent (t + τ) sequences at the micro-level, which may map to different agent states and therefore permit different courses of action at the (macro) agent-level. To explain: for any given time t, the macro-state Q i (t) is consistent with a set of micro-states s, at least one of which s i ∈ s may lead (deterministically) to a new state s j ∈ s at t + 1, with which a different macro-state Q j is consistent, thus giving the agent a choice of which micro-state history to "ride" into t + 1 (this idea is developed with rigour by List [18] , and illustrated with "real-world" examples; it is the basis on which he concludes that agents may be "free to do otherwise", despite supervening on deterministic physical processes).
Alternative futures may be produced at multiple levels of system organisation within a hierarchical structure, by re-applying the principles identified by List [18] for each level of macro-micro relations. For any system level L to have the potential for alternative futures, it must have the attributes of an "agent-level": supervenience and multiple realisation such that pattern-information with causal power emerges at level L from L − 1: i.e., a transcendent complex exists at level L. However, this does not necessarily give free will to a system of that level, since for that, it must be organisationally closed. If it were not so, we would not be able to identify the system at level L as an entity to which free-will could be ascribed. Thus will-nestedness cannot be attributed to levels of organisation below that of the Kantian whole. Since the Kantian whole is, by definition, the highest level of organisation to which free-will may be ascribed (any causal power beyond it rules out its free will), then will-nestedness can only apply at the level of the Kantian whole. Given this, the will-nestedness must be constructed from purely organisational, i.e., pattern-informational and therefore be purely computational in nature. This is an important deduction: free-will can only be an attribute of a Kantian whole and it can only result from the cybernetic structure at the level of the Kantian whole.
Choosing Possible Futures: The Computational Condition
We see that for free-will, an agent must have an independent and internally generated purpose for action and that this requires it to be organisationally closed. Free-will further requires the agent to use this purpose to choose among options. To do so, it needs an internal representation of possible futures from which to choose and an internally generated means of choosing. We now turn to the conditions which enable these essentially computational facilities.
Information Abstraction
The organisational boundary is where internal is distinguished from external. If the agent in question had no links of any kind between internal and external, then it would be unable to respond to, or use, its environment and in that case it could not be behaviourally autonomous as Froese et al. [22] defined it. Therefore to be both behaviourally and constitutively autonomous an agent must be disconnected from effective cause (also termed efficient cause), but able to perceive at least some aspect of its environment and act upon what it perceives (this being the foundation of cognition). The way this is achieved is via one or more transducer on the boundary, which acts as an intermediary between external and internal, allowing causal power without permitting effective cause to pass through the boundary. The transducer is a system which transforms information from one medium of embodiment to another (in analogy with an engine which transforms energy from one form to another). As information crosses the interface between one medium and another, it looses its effective causality. The reason is that information causality is mediated by physical forces. What is meant here by information causality, is that changes in an effective force (within a medium) constitute a pattern in force which as a pattern, constitutes information in the sense defined in Section 1. Forces are effective only within the medium to which they belong. The transducer has two sides, each belonging to a different medium, so each is causally linked to a different medium. Therefore fluctuations in force on one side exert no effective cause on the other side (because it is a different medium). However, the transducer allows a correlation between the fluctuation on one side and the other. What happens between the sides is a transformation of the information from one medium to the other and during that transformation the information looses its physical causal effect, but the transducer passes through its causal power via correlation, which itself may be modulated by the transducer. The disconnection of information from its medium is termed information abstraction because information without a medium of embodiment cannot really exist, it is an abstraction.
Information abstraction at the organisational boundary is crucial to achieving autonomy because it strips off the physical effect of the external environment to take only the abstract information which is then used as a signal in cognition. Causes are transformed into signals, their effects being rendered responses (which thereby may become optional). It is this separation of information (as signals) from the physical force of cause and effect that releases the agent from attachment to the cause-effect determinism of its environment. The material apparatus for performing this task is a transducer: the tegumental membranes of bacteria and other cells contain a wide variety of transducers (receptors) and we expect an artificial robot to be well equipped with them too. This is not a merely technical point. The closure condition gives the system a degree of causal independence and the boundary transducers give it a sensitivity to its environment whilst preserving this independence. The boundary is the place where the inevitability of cause and effect of the environment meets that of the internal processes of the system and the transducers are the interface between these causal chains. According to one interpretation, internally to the system, the environment is "reduced" to abstract, representational, information by the transducers [61] . Now the question is, what must the agent do with this information in order to exercise free-will?
Of course the answer is to compute: more specifically, to perform transformations on the data as a result of a sequence of physical changes in the physical structure of the agent. Such changes are described by automata theory, for which the most basic automaton has two states and can potentially change state on receiving a signal to which it responds: it is a switch (e.g., a protein molecule with two conformations is an "acceptor" of all strings from the alphabet {0, 1}, where these symbols may represent the presence/absence of e.g., another molecule or a level above a threshold (e.g., temperature)). Obviously, the switch is the elemental component for generating discrete options. A less obvious, but crucial property of the switch for the physical embodiment of computation is "thermodynamic indifference". Walker and Davies [62] focus on computation in explaining the origin of life, referring to genetics-first theories as "digital-first", emphasising the need for "programmability" and its provision by informational polymers (the genetic oligomers RNA, DNA etc.). By programmability they meant that components of a system are configured so that the system state can change reversibly, approximately independent of energy flow: i.e., changes of state are not accompanied by substantial changes in potential (stored) energy. If they were, then switching would always be biased by the difference in energetic cost between e.g., switching on and off. Energetically unbiased switching is the physical underlying mechanism of "information abstraction" referred to by Walker and Davies [62] . In reality, switching (and state-changes in general) always have energetic consequences (more deeply, there is always an exchange of entropy between the system and an external energy source), which is one of the reasons an autonomous agent must complete work cycles as Kauffman [63] specifies. What makes the informational polymers (e.g., DNA) of life special is the fact that they are reversible in a way that is thermodynamically indifferent (or very nearly so; see Ptashne [64] ). Any ordered set of n switch positions (e.g., 1,1,0,0) has very nearly the same potential energy as any other ordered set of n (e.g., 0,1,0,1).
For free-will, both the self-assembly of autocatalytic systems and the computational requirements (switches and memory) are jointly necessary. Walker and Davies [62] and Walker [58] proposed that the autonomy of living systems arises from the combination of "analogue" chemical networks and "digital information processing". Accordingly, a hybrid automaton is a good model for the construction of a free-will agent. Figure 1 (from Hagiya et al. [10] ) shows an example of a hybrid automaton which combines discrete-state with continuous dynamical systems, such that the discrete states (as modes of functioning) determine the system's responses to dynamic variables and these responses potentially influence the trajectory of the dynamics. In this pedagogical example from Hagiya et al. [10] , there are two state variables α and τ which determine the set points for autonomous chemotaxis behaviour in the bacterium represented. This system can freely maximise its (experienced) environmental concentration of x (e.g., glucose), so its goal G(G) is defined, but it cannot choose how (hence N = 1), so it cannot express free-will in the deep sense. However, if it had independent control over α and τ, with the ability to adjust these values according to a plan of its own making, then it would fulfil the condition of having willed its own behaviour (N = 2), at least in the sense defined in the previous section. As part of a living bacterium, the system depicted would be a component of a Kantian whole (the free-living organism), so all that is missing for free-will is a plan for determining α and τ according to an internally generated goal (a master function) and some means of computing this. The computational requirements for free-will are identified as follows. Figure 1 . A bacterial chemotaxis controller described as a hybrid automaton, realised in practice by e.g., Escherichia coli species, but also as an engineering design for a molecular robot, using DNA-based components by Hagiya et al. [10] , from which the figure, slightly modified, is taken. Note that α and τ are internal set-points, which constitute pattern-information embodied in the molecular robot's structure and are ultimately determined by Darwinian evolution (natural robots) or intentional design (human artefacts). The bacterium responds to the environmental concentration (e.g., of glucose); its objective function x, which is detected by a membrane transducer which generates the internal variable r. It is searching for a higher concentration when x is below a set threshold (directed motion) and tumbles randomly for a time set internally by τ using an internal "clock" signal c, whenever the concentration is at least equal to the threshold. The swimming and tumbling are modes of action of its flagella. The objective function of this system is the experienced concentration x and the goal is max(x). The chemotaxis controller exhibits will-nestedness of one.
The Representation of Self
Firstly, a free-will agent must maintain an internal representation of itself, and also the effect of its environment on its internal state, to enable it to assess each of its options for action.
At the root of automata theory lies an attempt to fully describe (and therefore predict) the behaviour of a system without a detailed mechanistic account of its internal workings (the black box approach). The system is captured in the mapping between environmental stimuli and responses:
where R(t) and S(t) are the response and stimulus, and S(t) is the history of stimuli experienced by the system, from the beginning of its formation up to t and W(·) is the mapping function. This presents an immediate problem, since in general S(t) is arbitrary and infinite in range (it is instructive to think of Strawson's [20] "Basic Argument" in terms of Equation (2): the response of a system, in general, depends on its environment from before the system came into existence). The solution to this indefinite S(t) problem (provided by Moore [65] ) is to assume that the infinite set of S(t) may be partitioned into a finite number of disjoint equivalence sets, each containing the histories that are equivalent in their effect on R(t + τ), ∀τ, where τ is in the interval [0, ∞]. These equivalence sets are represented as states Q(t) of the system, so that:
where U(Q(t), S(t)) is the transformation function dictating the transition of system state given its present state and that of the stimulus (see Minsky [66] , pp. [16] [17] . Thus Q(t) represents how the system is now, given its previous history of experiences. Q(t) corresponds to the agent-state of List [18] , which is multiply-realisable and which is, at least in principle, free to take more than one value at some point in the future t + τ, despite supervening on a a wholly determined set of micro-histories. List [18] showed the possibility of choice at the agent-level, but this does not necessarily mean that Q(t) is indeterminate. Specifically, for free-choice (of Q(t + 1) and implied R(t + 1)), the direction taken at the branching point t must be determined by a process internal to the agent that represents its "purpose" (as defined earlier). For the choice to be purposeful, it must be based on an assessment of the outcomes that would arise from choosing each of the options. This entails a prediction of possible futures, for which a free-will system must have a model of itself in its environmental context. The question now is, how can a system create such a representation by and for itself, not "programmed" by some exogenous source of information? The answer seems to be as it is with material self-assembly: a boot-strap, step by step, gathering of pattern-information embodied in form, such that as the form grows, it increases in complexity. In the particular case of building a model of self and environment, this process is one of learning, for which the field of "machine learning" provides our understanding. Well known advances in this field have already led to sophisticated learning among pre-existing (i.e., not self-assembled) computation systems such as deep neural networks etc. The difference here is that the learning is not merely a statistical problem, but one of simultaneous self-construction, which must begin with simple systems, so in the remainder of this section, only basic and simple systems capable of unsupervised learning are discussed.
Learning in a Constant Environment
The most basic form of learning is operant conditioning (reinforcement learning), described mathematically by Zhang [67] (cited in Krakauer [68] ) as follows from the description provided by [68] . Let R i be one of a set of N possible responses (R i ∈ R, i ∈ [1, N]) in a constant environment, occurring with probability r i . For each response there is a "reward" ρ (which coincides with the objective function G that defines the goal of the system: ρ → f (G)), so that the incremental change in probability of the i-th response is:
where κ k,i is the Kronecker delta function (equal to 1 if i = k, else equal to zero) and a is a learning rate constant. Since the average change in response over the ensemble of possible responses is the frequency-weighted sum: ∆ r = ∑ N k r k ∆r k , the result is that the frequency of the i-th response incrementally increases in proportion to the difference between its reward and the average over all rewards:
The dynamic quantified in Equation (5) describes learning by maximising the reward experienced. Such learning is equivalent to making an increasingly accurate model of the (static) relationship between the agent's internal state and the environment, via (Bayesian) "trial and error" sampling of responses. Given a constant environment, the solution to Equation (5) yields a single, reward maximising response: R * = R i such that ρ i = ρ and r i = κ k,i .
To achieve this in practice the system must at least keep a record of the reward for the last response made and the average reward, for which an automaton with an external memory is required (e.g., a push-down automaton, though this is still essentially a determinate finite state automaton DFA). Quantifying the complexity of such a system is probably best achieved through a programme (algorithmic) complexity measure since the information instantiated by such an automaton is almost all in its transition mapping and there are robust methods for reducing this to the minimum description, leading directly to the Kolmogorov complexity. The process of learning can be interpreted in information terms: if the starting probability distribution of R isr, then the initial Shannon entropy of the system is H = − ∑ N ir i log(r i ) and the final entropy is zero: having completed its learning, the system has no uncertainty about the best way to respond to this environment. In this state, the automaton is a complete representation of its interaction with its environment (i.e., the distribution of rewards over its repertoire of responses) and it embodies exactly H units of information: a quantity which should match the algorithmic complexity measure (though not tested here).
Extension to a Variable Environment
Generalising to a variable environment, for which a set of finite states S is an adequate representation, there would exist a reward maximising response for each state: R * i → (S i ), such that R * i solves Equation (5). The agent may choose to maximise its reward over all S, and to enable this, it must learn the best response for every S i ∈ S. In information terms, first let H(s) be the entropy of the environment having probability distribution s and H t (r t ) be that of the responses, given their probability distribution r t at time t. The Shannon information the agent has about its environment (in terms of its rewards) is:
meaning that the agent is learning both the distribution s and the reward associated with each S i ∈ S. This mutual information is embodied in the structure of the agent and can be used as a measure of its complexity. The structure of the agent may be too simple to embody as much as the maximum mutual information, in which case its learning will be limited and it will not make optimal responses, so Equation (6) is a measure of the minimum complexity required for optimal behaviour from the agent. It would be possible for an agent to implement this learning system by "growing" multiple copies of the DFA with memory (one for each S i ∈ S) that is used for a constant environment. The output of each of these would then be the input to a further DFA which it uses to maximise the reward across all of them. This "growth" would be enacting meta-learning: the agent would increase its complexity in response to rewards. The number of states in S is not known by the agent a-priori, so the number of DFAs needing to be "grown" is indeterminate. Further, account should be taken of the extended time needed to perform such laborious learning and the consequences of the agent being wrong in so many trials. It seems that for practical reasons there comes a point when a more powerful kind of computation becomes necessary. In computation terms, such a learning problem requires at least a finite and non-volatile memory, effectively to store multiple instances of the single learning problem encountered in a constant environment. For this reason a Turing Machine would be a more realistic option.
The Free-Will Machine
These computational requirements for free-will to become possible are brought together in the hypothetical "free-will machine" of Figure 2 . This information processing must be implemented by the agent to which free-will is ascribed and that agent must, further, be a Kantian whole for the requirements of free-will to met. The current state of the environment (external) and of the agent (internal) are derived by information abstraction from the physical world: the array of receptor molecules in the cell membrane, the nervous senses of an animal, or the transducers of a human artefact all perform this task. The first Turing machine implementation TM1 constitutes a representation of the agent in the present (relevant aspects of its environment are included) and is informed (updated) by the state information Q t and S t . The function of this representation is to identify the set of possible responses R t that the agent can make, given Q t , S t (underline notation now denotes a set).
TM2 uses these hypothetical responses to compute the set of possible futures at a time t + n (n may take any positive value) F t+n for which in a simple case TM2 : R t → F t+n is a map of responses onto possible futures (simple, because there is not necessarily a 1 : 1 relation between R t and F t+n , but we need not be concerned with that at present). There is no limit on the number of possible futures that TM2 may compute, but it must be at least 2 for a choice to exist. These possible futures are each represented by a set of states f , each member f n being equivalent to a prediction of a possible Q t+n .
The finite state automaton FSA chooses from among these, using a selection criterion based on the objective function defined by a goal G, which is generated by the agent (not exogenously). This goal is the maximisation of the master function, (e.g., for a living agent this is life-time reproductive success). The goal enables the optimal possible future state to be recognised (it is the one which maximises the master function) and this future state f implies an optimal response r (in general there could be more than one, in which case the agent will be indifferent among them). Having selected an optimal response, the agent then must implement it in the physical realm. Since the computation of r has been conducted in the realm of information, this step appears to involve the control of material by information. In practice all the computation and indeed all the information is instantiated by material and energy acting in the physical realm, so our cybernetic model is merely an abstract representation of the organisation of the physical processes which lead to the implementation in the physical system and this return to physical reality is represent by the action (IPS). Such implementation inevitably results in a transformation of the agent into a new state Q t+1 , together with S t+1 and this restarts the cycle. It may be noted that Von Neumann's self-replicating automata are proven universal Turing machines [39] and Turing machines are thought to be common among living systems, so this computational arrangement is not beyond the bounds of possibility.
Figure 2. A conceptual "free-will" machine, which generates predictions of its state in alternative futures F t+n using an internal representation of itself interacting with its environment, selecting the optimal from among these, using a goal-bases criterion G, in which the goal is internally determined (further explanation in the text).
Discussion and Synthesis
To summarise, the essential requirements for free will are: R1 There must be a self to self-determine. R2 There must be a non-zero probability of more than one option being enacted. R3 There must be an internal means of choosing among options (which is not merely random, since randomness is not a choice).
For R3 to be fulfilled: R4 Options must be generated from an internal model of the self which can calculate future states contingent on possible responses. R5 Choosing among these options requires their evaluation using an internally generated goal. R6 For "deep free-will", at least two nested levels of choice and goal (R4-R5) must be enacted by the agent.
R1 and references to "internally generated" are fulfilled by organisational closure. For R2, the possibility of options, which implies "multiple futures" has been established for the level of the agent by List [18] . R3 and its predicates R4-R5 imply a minimum level of computational power, which in principle can be met by a small set of Turing machines, which may in principle be implemented by a von Neumann architecture computer, a network or cellular automaton-based or any other sort of computer, including a biomolecular system such as found in higher animal life, but it seems to be beyond the power of a single living cell (though that last point is not yet established). R4 in particular seems to require a finite memory (the size depends on the complexity of the agent and its environment) and R6, the qualifier for deep free-will, adds a little more to the computing power necessary, but it is important to note that this extra is not a step-change: it is not qualitatively more demanding than the automated decision making required by R3.
The question of free-will is not one of whether an agent's actions are caused, since all actions ultimately have a cause. The ultimate cause of any action can be understood as resulting from selection over random actions by a pattern, which leaves a correlation with the pattern that caused the selection (instantiating pattern-information). All living organisms, including people, were produced by information-pattern filtering, proximally by molecular replication (creating inheritance) and ultimately by Darwinian selection. All human artefacts were created by following a design pattern (though it may not have been completed before artefact construction), so they correlate with their design. Even inanimate objects, such as stars, lakes and sand grains, owe their form to the information-pattern of underlying physical laws, Pauli's exclusion principle and the distribution of matter and energy in space following the big-bang. To this, we must add randomness which has been entering as "informational raw material" into the universe, disrupting the original patterns and opening opportunities for novelty (evolutionary for life) and more widely directing the course of the universe in unexpected ways as its history tracks a course in the highly ergodic space of possibilities.
Taking Strawson's [20] Basic Argument seriously, this pattern-correlation and the injection of randomness both deny free will. From them, we obtain a model in which the identity of all things, including human beings, is an illusion: as if the universe was all one complex manifestation which only appears to include separate agents. Closer inspection shows how the nested-hierarchical construction of this complexity entails the creation of genuinely new pattern-information, caused by and embodied in the interactions among component parts of putative agents. This novel pattern-information transcends its component parts and can exert downward causation upon them. Some structures (such as autocatalytic sets) created this way are organisationally closed (though materially and thermodynamically remain open systems). Because of this, their internal dynamics are, at least partially, separated from the external dynamics of their environment and this gives them an organisational boundary, enabling internal to be defined against external. At this boundary, external and internal chains of cause and effect interact through transducers which transform physical determinism into stimulus-response relations. Systems with these properties are essentially cybernetic and although their low-level processes are continuous with the rest of the universe, List [18] has shown that in principle they may have options for their next state and response: they are freed from physical determinism. To translate this freedom into free-will, requires that the (partially) independent agent chooses from among its options and this entails an internal computation of possible futures and their evaluation against a goal representing the fulfilment of the agent's "master function" (i.e., its purpose). This goal is a fixed point in an objective function which may be simple (as in a homoeostatic system), but also arbitrarily complex and multi-layered, taking account of multiple time-scales and interactions with other agents. If the objective function is at least two-layered (will-nestedness N ≥ 2), then it effectively has a choice of what to choose and thereby could fulfil the established definition of (deep) free-will [13, 16] . This calls into question the idea that free-will is an all or nothing capacity, instead, it suggests free-will to be a discrete quantity and even something we could in principle measure as a trait of a system.
The reason is that deep free-will has so far been defined as the freedom to choose ones will, but the analysis presented here shows that to be wilful, a choice must be purposeful, which means optimising an objective function. Freedom is in the choice of objective function. Since therefore, the core of will is the objective function, deep freedom is the freedom to choose this, but to be wilful, this choice in turn must optimise a hierarchically superior objective function, which must have been determined by something. We can conceive of a large but finite nested set of such objective functions, but ultimately the highest of them all must be provided either arbitrarily (e.g., at random) or by natural selection (or its unnatural equivalent), or by design: in all cases, not the free choice of the agent. This applies even to human beings, who are still subject to "design" by inheritance, selected by evolution. The depth of free-will is therefore a discrete, finite variable (will-nestedness N ) and we may speak of one kind of agent being more deeply free than another, but no kind of agent can be ultimately free-willed in the sense meant by deep free-will (presumably, humans attain the highest will-nestedness of known agents).
Seeking an ultimate cause of will leads to an infinite regress because for (second order) will-setting to be "rational" (meaning a reason underlies it), it must be based on the setting of a (higher order) will. This introduces a third order rational basis of the will-setting and so on ad infinitum. Here the problem is explained in the more concrete and formal terms of fixed points (goals) in objective functions. The concept is made sufficiently specific to quantify (as nestedness) and used to conclude that no agent can be ultimately free willed in the strong source-theory sense of being ultimately responsible. Philosophers (such as Strawson) conclude that if the ultimate source is not of the agent, then the agent cannot have free will. The more quantitatively oriented analysis presented here adds a nuance to this, so we are not forced into an "all or nothing" conclusion about free will. It suggests that agents may be better characterised by the degree of free-will, expressed in terms of the will-nestedness, which can in principle be derived for any kind of agent under scrutiny. Therefore, whilst Frankfurt [12] asserts that only humans can have second order volition, but animals can have first order, I contend that any autonomous agent (including synthetic) can be characterised by the hierarchical order of their goal setting (be it zero, one, two or higher) and further that this order can be identified as the number of hierarchically arranged objective functions in their decision making (computation) that are embodied (as information) within their structure (what I call will nestedness).
If interpreting the philosopher's definition of deep free-will as N ≥ 2 is correct, then it is not hard to achieve in principle. The impediment to a non-life robot acquiring that sort of free-will is not computational, it is the closure constraint with its requirement for bootstrapping self-assembly (especially since this includes the "growth" of the sort of computational apparatus indicated in Figure 2 ). That is a problem already solved by life. Quite likely N ≥ 2 in most or all organisms having at least a limbic system, so free-will defined this way can be attributed to most or all vertebrates [69] . The computational requirements for exercising purposeful choices are not very challenging for artificial computers. Among human artefacts, including what most people would define as robots, the organisational closure condition is the major hurdle not yet leapt. This point has been recognised in the artificial intelligence literature, especially concerning "cognitive robotics" which emphasises embodiment [22, 26] . For the time-being, it seems free-will, as defined here, is a unique property of living things, but the possibility of extending it to synthetic robots remains. 
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